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Welcome this new Metal outfit hailing from Switzerland, which represents the Modern 
Breed of Heavy Metal in every way. The sound itself has everything a contemporary 
Metal production needs: A solid rhythmic foundation, diversified drumming and first 
class guitar work, containing speeding twin leads, atmospheric acoustic parts, 
squeals and raging solos. 

On top of the instrumental part, vocals of singer Peter Haller mix harsh voices, epic 
choruses and catchy melodies which will give you goose bumps every second of 
listening! 

The diversified songwriting, interesting sound structures and the personal and 
intense lyrics complete the picture you will get of SILENT CIRCUS: There are still 
young and hungry bands out there who have something to say, write groundbreaking 
songs, can handle their instruments and simply have a sound to rock out to! 

SILENT CIRCUS recorded their debut album "Into The Silence" at Hammer Studios 
Hamburg, together with producer Eike Freese (Deep Purple, Gamma Ray, Callejon, 
Dark Age, etc.) in August 2010 (release: 11.11.2011). 

In 2012, SILENT CIRCUS played a total of 28 shows all over Switzerland, and 
already stepped across the border with shows in Germany and Austria. 

SILENT CIRCUS took the next step in their career and managed to play at 
Switzerland's biggest Rock & Metal-Event, the Greenfield Festival in 2013. They also 
teamed up with renowed guitarist Cédric "Cede" Dupont (Freedom Call, Symphorce). 

The second album - which is called "Rise and Fall" - has been recorded by the band 
itself. They teamed up with upcoming swiss producer Lars Christen (Pegasus, 
Bastian Baker, James Gruntz etc.) who handled the vocal production & recording. 

"Rise and Fall" was mixed and produced by german gold award winning and 2 times 
german grammy nominated producer Sky van Hoff (Caliban, The Sorrow etc.). The 
music of SILENT CIRCUS has evolved into a distinct mix between modern influences 
blended with their more classic metal roots, resulting in a very unique sound. 

The highly anticipated successor of "Into The Silence" will hit the stores in the first 
half of 2016. 

SILENT CIRCUS have shaped up to a powerful live force, they are more than ready 
for the 2016 concert- and festival-season. 

 
SILENT CIRCUS is: 
Peter Haller - Vocals 
Sascha Maksymov - Guitar 
Cédric "Cede" Dupont - Guitar 
Andreas Hasler - Bass 
Pascal Maurer - Drums 


